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Router queues an impa t both round-trip times and throughput. Yet little is publi ly known about queue provisioning employed by
Internet servi es providers for the routers that ontrol the a ess links to
home omputers. This paper proposes QFind, a bla k-box measurement
te hnique, as a simple method to approximate the size of the a ess queue
at last mile router. We evaluate QFind through simulation, emulation,
and measurement. Although pre ise a ess queue results are limited by
re eiver window sizes and other system events, we nd there are distin t
di eren e between DSL and able a ess queue sizes.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The urrent onventional wisdom is that over-provisioning in ore network routers
has moved Internet performan e bottlene ks to network a ess points [1℄. Sin e
typi al broadband a ess link apa ities (hundreds of kilobytes per se ond) are
onsiderably lower than Internet Servi e Provider (ISP) ore router apa ities
(millions of kilobytes per se ond), last-mile a ess links need queues to a ommodate traÆ bursts. Given the bursty nature of Internet traÆ [7℄ that is partially
due to ows with high round-trip times or large ongestion windows, it is lear
that the provider's hoi e for a ess link queue size may have a dire t impa t
on a ow's a hievable bitrate. A small queue an keep a hieved bitrates signi antly below the available apa ity, while a large queue an negatively impa t a
ow's end-to-end delay. Intera tive appli ations, su h as IP telephony and some
network games, with stri t delay bounds in the range of hundreds of millise onds experien e degraded Quality of Servi e when large a ess queues be ome
saturated with other, on urrent ows.
Despite the importan e of queue size to a hievable throughput and added
delay, there is little do umentation on queue size settings in pra ti e. Guidelines for determining the \best" queue sizes have often been debated on the e2e
mailing list,1 an a tive forum for network related dis ussion by resear hers and
pra titioners alike. While general onsensus has the a ess queue size ranging
1

In parti ular, see the e2e list ar hives at: ftp://ftp.isi.edu/end2end/end2end-interest1998.mail and http://www.postel.org/pipermail/end2end-interest/2003-January/002702.html.

from one to four times the apa ity-delay produ t of the link, measured roundtrip times vary by at least two orders of magnitude (10 ms to 1 se ond) [6℄.
Thus, this resear h onsensus provides little help for network pra titioners to
sele t the best size for the a ess queue link. Moreover, a la k of proper queue
size information has rami ations for network simulations, the most ommon
form of evaluation in the network resear h ommunity, where a ess queue sizes
are often hosen with no on den e that these queue hoi es a urately re e t
urrent pra ti es.
A primary goal of this investigation is to experimentally estimate the queue
size of numerous a ess links, for both able modem and DSL onne tions managed by a variety of ISPs. Network resear hers should nd these results useful
in designing simulations that more a urately depi t urrent pra ti es.

2 QFind
Based on related work and pilot studies, the following assumptions are made
in this study: ea h a ess link has a relatively small queue size - between 10
and 100 pa kets; the maximum queue length is independent of the a ess link
apa ity or other spe i link hara teristi s; and the queue size is onstant and
independent of the in oming traÆ load with no attempt made by the router to
in rease the queue sizes under heavier loads or when ows with large round-trip
times are dete ted. Below is our proposed QFind methodology for inferring the
a ess network queue size from an end-host:
1. Lo ate an Internet host that is slightly upstream of the a ess link while still
being \ lose" to the end-host. For the test results dis ussed in this paper,
the DNS name server provided by the ISP is used sin e DNS servers are
typi ally lose in terms of round-trip time and easy to nd by inexperien ed
end-users.
2. Start a ping from the end-host to the lose Internet host and let it run for up
to a minute. The minimum value returned during this time is the baseline
laten y typi ally without any queuing delays sin e there is no ompeting
traÆ ausing ongestion. This ping pro ess ontinues to run until the end
of the experiment.
3. Download a large le from a remote server to the end-host. For the test
results in this paper, a 5 MByte le was used sin e it typi ally provided
adequate time for TCP to rea h ongestion avoidan e and saturate the a ess
queue downlink apa ity.
4. Stop the ping pro ess. Re ord the minimum and maximum round-trip times
as reported by ping and the total time to download the large le. The
maximum ping value re orded during the download typi ally represents the
baseline laten y plus the a ess link queuing delay.
The queue size of the a ess link an be inferred using the data obtained
above. Let Dt be the total delay (the maximum delay seen by ping):

Dt = D l + D q

(1)

Dq = D t D l

(2)

qb = D q  T

(3)

qp = (Dt Ds l)  T

(4)

where Dl is the laten y (the minimum delay seen by ping) and Dq is the queuing
delay. Therefore:
Given throughput T (measured during the download), the a ess link queue size
in bytes, qb , an be omputed by:
For a pa ket size
qp, be omes:

s (say 1500 bytes, a typi al MTU), the queue size in pa kets,

The strength of the QFind methodology lies in its simpli ity. Unlike other
approa hes [1, 8, 10℄, QFind does not require ustom end-host software, making
it easier to onvin e volunteers to parti ipate in an Internet study. Moreover,
the simple methodology makes the results reprodu ible from user to user and in
both simulation and emulation environments.
2.1

Possible Sour es of Error

The maximum ping time re orded may be due to ongestion on a queue other
than the a ess queue. However, this is unlikely sin e the typi al path from the
end-host to the DNS name server is short. Pilot tests [3℄ suggest any ongestion
from the home node to the DNS name server typi ally auses less than 40 ms of
added laten y. Moreover, by having users repeat steps 2-4 of the QFind methodology multiple times (steps 2-4 take only a ouple of minutes), apparent outliers
an be dis arded. This redu es the possibility of over-reporting queue sizes.
The queue size omputed in Equation 4 may underestimate the a tual queue
size sin e it may happen that the ping pa kets always arrive to a nearly empty
queue. However, if the le download is long enough, it is unlikely that every
ping pa ket will be so lu ky. Results in Se tion 3 suggest that the 5 MB le is
of suÆ ient length to ll queues over a range of queue sizes.
If there is underutilization on the a ess link then the a ess queue will
not build up and QFind may under-report the queue size. This an happen if
there are sour es of ongestion at the home node network before ping pa kets
even rea h the ISP. Most notably, home users with wireless networks may have
ontention on the wireless medium between the ping and download pa kets. Pilot
tests [3℄ suggest that ongestion on a wireless network during QFind tests adds at
most 30 ms to any re orded ping times. As 30 ms may be signi ant in omputing
an a ess queue size, we ask QFind volunteers to indi ate wireless/wired settings
when reporting QFind results.

If the TCP download is limited by the re eiver advertised window instead
of by the network ongestion window, then the queue sizes reported may be
the limit imposed by TCP and not be the a ess link queue. However, re ent
versions of Mi rosoft Windows as well as Linux support TCP window s aling
(RFC 1323), allowing the re eiver advertised window to grow up to 1 Gbyte.
Even if window s aling is not used, it is still possible to dete t when the re eiver
advertised window might limit the reported queue. The la k of ping pa ket losses
during the download would suggest that the a ess queue was not saturated and
the queue size ould a tually be greater than reported.
For a tual TCP re eiver window settings, Windows 98 has a default of 8192
bytes, Windows 2000 has a default of 17520 bytes, Linux has a default of 65535
bytes, and Windows XP may have a window size of 17520, but it also has a
mostly undo umented ability to s ale the re eiver window size dynami ally.
Additionally, some router interfa es may pro ess ping pa kets di erently
than other data pa kets. However, in pra ti e, hundreds of empiri al measurements in [2℄ suggest ping pa kets usually provide round-trip time measurements
that are e e tively the same as those obtained by TCP.

Fig. 1.

Topology

3 Experiments
To determine whether the QFind methodology ould e e tively predi t a ess
link queue sizes in real last-mile Internet onne tions, we evaluated the QFind
approa h rst with simulations using NS2 (see Se tion 3.1) and then emulations using NIST Net3 (see Se tion 3.2). After reviewing these proof-of- on ept
results, we enlisted many volunteers from the WPI ommunity to run QFind
experiments over a variety of DSL and able modem on gurations from home
(see Se tion 3.3).
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3.1

Simulation

QFind was simulated with the on guration depi ted in Figure 1 onsisting of a
home node, an ISP last-mile a ess router, a TCP download server and a DNS
name server. The simulated link laten ies used in the emulations were based on
prototype QFind measurements.
The delays built into the testbed emulations were 5 ms from home to router,
5 ms from router to DNS, and 20 ms from router to download server. Link
apa ities were set to re e t typi al asymmetri broadband data rates [8℄, with
the router-to-home downstream link apa ity set at 768 Kbps, the home-torouter upstream link apa ity set at 192 Kbps, and the link apa ities in both
dire tions between router and both upstream servers set at 10 Mbps. 1500 byte
pa kets were used to model the typi al Ethernet frame size found in home LANs
and TCP re eiver windows were set to 150 pa kets.
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Figure 2 displays the umulative density fun tions for 100 simulations of the
QFind methodology (steps 2 to 4 in Se tion 2) with downstream a ess link
queues of 10, 50 and 100 pa kets respe tively. QFind predi ts the a ess queue
size remarkably well in this simulated environment. Of the 100 runs at ea h
queue size, the most the predi ted queue size was smaller than the a tual queue
size was 1 pa ket for the 10 pa ket queue, 1.5 pa kets for the 50 pa ket queue
and 2.5 pa kets for the 100 pa ket queue. The median predi ted queue size was
less than the a tual queue size by about 1 pa ket in all ases.
3.2

Emulation

To further investigate QFind feasibility, we setup a testbed to emulate a lastmile a ess router in a ontrolled LAN environment. Two omputers were used
as home nodes with one omputer running Windows 2000 and the other running

Linux in order to test the impa t of the operating system type on QFind. The
download server ran on Windows Server 2003 while the DNS name server ran
on Linux. A NIST Net PC router emulated the ISP's Internet onne tion with
link apa ities set to re e t typi al broadband asymmetry with the downstream
router-to-home link apa ity set to 768 Kbps, the upstream home-to-router link
set to 192 Kbps, and the router link apa ities to and from both servers using 10
Mbps LAN onne tions. The home-to-server round-trip delay was 20 ms for both
the download server and the DNS server sin e the NIST Net implementation does
not allow two host pairs to have di erent indu ed delays while sharing a router
queue.
Using this testbed, the QFind methodology was emulated (steps 2 to 4 in
Se tion 2) with home nodes running Windows 2000 with a TCP re eiver window
size of 16 Kbytes, Windows 2000 with a TCP re eiver window sizes set to 64
Kbytes, and Linux with a TCP re eiver window sizes set to 64 Kbytes. Three
QFind emulations were run for ea h of the queue sizes of 10, 30, 50 and 100
pa kets, with a pa ket size of 1500 bytes.
Figure 3 presents the median of the inferred queue sizes. The inferred queue
sizes labeled \thrput" are omputed using the measured download apa ity. The
inferred queue sizes labeled \ apa ity" are omputed using the apa ity of the
link. In those ases where the NIST Net queue size is smaller than the TCP
re eiver window size, QFind is able to infer the queue size losely, even for
di erent operating systems. The queue sizes omputed using link apa ity are
more a urate than those omputed using download throughput. However, while
the link apa ity was, of ourse, known by us for our testbed, it is not, in general,
known by an end-host operating systems nor by most of the home users who
parti ipated in our study.
Intermediate results that an be drawn from these emulations even before
evaluating a tual QFind measurements in lude: the QFind emulation estimates
of queue size are not as a urate as the simulation estimates; using the maximum
link apa ity provides a better estimate of the a ess queue size than using the
measured download data rate; ping outliers in the testbed did not ause over
predi tion of the queue length; small TCP re eiver windows result in signi ant
underestimation of the a ess queue size sin e the ability of the download to ll
the a ess queue is restri ted by a small maximum TCP re eiver window size
setting.
3.3

Measurement

The nal stage of this investigation involved putting together an easy-to-follow
set of dire tions to be used by volunteers to exe ute three QFind experiments
and re ord results su h they ould be easily emailed to a entralized repository.
One of the key elements of the whole QFind on ept was to develop a measurement pro edure that ould be run by a variety of volunteers using di erent
able and DSL providers on home omputers with di erent speeds and operating
systems. To maximize parti ipation, the intent was to avoid having users download and run ustom programs and avoid any hanges to system on guration
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settings (su h as pa ket size or re eiver window). The nal set of instru tions arrived upon an be found at found at: http://www. s.wpi.edu/~ laypool/q nd/instru tions.html.
During January 2004, we re eived QFind experimental results4 from 47 Q nd
volunteers, primarily from within the WPI CS ommunity of undergraduate students, graduate students and fa ulty. These users had 16 di erent ISPs: Charter
(16 users), Verizon (11), Com ast (4), Speakeasy (4), Earthlink (2), AOL (1),
Winternet (1), RR (1), RCN (1), NetA ess (1), MTS (1), Cyberoni (1), Cox
(1), Covad (1) and Adelphia (1). The QFind home nodes had 5 di erent operating systems: WinXP (18 users), Win2k (11), Linux (6), Ma OS-X (3), and
Win98 (1) and 12 unreported. Approximately one-third of the volunteers had a
wireless LAN onne ting their home node to their broadband ISP.
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About 45% of the volunteers used DSL and 55% used able modems. Figure 4
presents CDFs the throughput for all QFind tests, with separate CDFs for able
and DSL. The CDF for able modems show a sharp in rease orresponding to a
standard 768 Kbps downlink apa ity, whi h is also the median apa ity. Above
this median, however, the distributions separate with able getting substantially
higher throughput than DSL.
Figure 5 depi ts CDFs of the maximum ping times reported for all QFind
tests, with separate CDFs for able and DSL. The median max ping time is
about 200 ms, but is signi antly higher for DSL (350 ms) than for able (175
ms). Ping times of 350 ms are signi ant sin e this is enough delay to a e t
intera tive appli ations [4, 5℄. In fa t, the entire body of the DSL CDF is to
the right of the able CDF, indi ating a signi ant di eren e in the max ping
times for DSL versus able. Also, the maximum ping times for able an be up
to a se ond and an be well over a se ond for DSL, a detriment to any kind of
real-time intera tion.
4

The QFind data we olle ted an be downloaded from http://perform.wpi.edu/downloads/#q nd

In analyzing the full data set to infer queue sizes (see the analysis in [3℄), it
appeared QFind may not learly distinguish delays from the a ess queue from
other system delays. We noted onsiderable varian e in inferred a ess queue
sizes even for volunteers within the same provider, an unlikely o urren e given
that ISP providers tend to standardize their equipment at the edge by home
users. This suggests that for some experiment runs, the ping delays that QFind
uses to infer the queue size are a result of something other than delay at the
a ess queue.
To remove data that does not a urately report a ess queue sizes, we winnow the full data set by taking advantage of the fa t that the QFind volunteers
produ ed three measurements. For ea h user's three measurements, if any pair
have throughputs that di er by more than 10% or maximum ping times that
di er by more than 10%, then all three measurements are removed. This winnowing removed the data from 17 users and all subsequent analysis is based on
this winnowed data set.
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Cumulative Density Fun tions of A ess Queue Size Inferred by QFind

Figure 6 depi ts a CDF of the a ess queue sizes measured by QFind, with
separate CDFs for DSL and able. There is a marked di eren e between the
DSL and able inferred queues, with able having queue sizes under 20 Kbytes
while DSL queues are generally larger. The steep in rease in the DSL queue sizes
around 60 Kbytes is near the limit of the re eiver window size of most OSes (64
Kbytes), so the a tual queue limits may be higher.
Figure 7 depi ts CDFs for the a ess queue sizes for Charter,5 the primary
able provider in our data set, and non-Charter able ustomers. There are some
marked di eren es in the distributions, with Charter able queues appearing to
be slightly smaller than non-Charter able queues. The extremely large nonCharter able queue reported above 0.8 is from one able provider.
5
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Figure 8 depi ts similar CDFs for the a ess queue sizes for Verizon,6 the
primary DSL provider in our data set, and non-Verizon DSL ustomers. Here,
there are very few di eren es between the di erent DSL provider distributions,
suggesting there may be ommon queue size settings a ross providers.
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4 Summary
The QFind methodology for inferring queue sizes is attra tive in several ways: 1)
by using a standard ping and a download through a Web browser, QFind does
not require any ustom software or spe ial end-host on guration; 2) by using
a single TCP ow, QFind so does not ause ex essive ongestion. This provides
the potential for QFind to be used to measure a ess queues from a wide-range
of volunteers.
Simulation and emulation results show that QFind an be e e tive at inferring queue sizes, even a ross multiple operating systems, as long as re eiver
window sizes are large enough and a ess queues are not so small as to limit
throughput.
Unfortunately, measurement results suggest QFind is substantially less a urate than in simulation for determining a ess queue sizes. By doing multiple
QFind experiments, it is possible to ensure analysis on only onsistent results,
but this results in the dis arding of many data samples, thus somewhat defeating
the purpose of having a readily available, non-intrusive methodology.
Based on the winnowed data set from our 47 QFind volunteers, Cable appears
to have signi antly smaller a ess queues than does DSL, and the orresponding ping delays when su h a queue is full an signi antly degrade intera tive
appli ations with real-time onstraints. A se ondary goal of this investigation
was to determine, using both emulation and simulation, to what extent a ess
link queue sizes an impa t the throughput of ows with high round-trip times
6
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and the delays of ows for delay-sensitive appli ations, su h as IP telephony and
network games. Due to spa e onstraints, these results an only be found in [3℄.
Future work ould in lude exploring te hnologies that have been used for
bandwidth estimation (a survey of su h te hnologies is in [9℄). In parti ular,
te hniques su h as [10℄ that dete t ongestion by a lling router queue may be
used to determine maximum queue sizes. The drawba k of su h te hniques is
they require ustom software and may be intrusive, so these drawba ks would
need to be weighed against the bene t of possibly more a urate results.
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